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Prayer in School by Andrea Ray English 4/23/ Prayer in School Thesis Statement In the United States, there is a daily
constant battle going on between .

This is due to the fact that many people hold strong opinions when it comes to religion and education In
addition, the manifestation of religion and the related education are likely to promote clerical value over
secular lifestyle, viewed as socially acceptable - as most critics believe. They began with an elementary school
for every fifty families and a Latin school for every one hundred families. For there to be true freedom of
religion all faiths must be represented equally. Over the past few years, this has become an extremely
controversial issue in our nation. Religion is often times the key that defines who people are. When his
students recall their high school days, he says, some note: "Oh, yeah, the coaches and the team, they always
prayed together before the game. Religious school clubs, after school activities, curriculums, and moments of
silence during school are just a few of the court cases that judges have administered. The opinions are
wide-ranging and convoluted. Why can you pray at a sporting event, but not in school. A student should be
allowed to pray voluntarily at the beginning of each school day based on many reasons. A prayer is meant to
be a conversation with God; a personal connection to a sovereign being of choice. One of the big questions
regarding the religion issue is where to draw the line between separation of church and state and religious
freedom One website tells of the need "to be warriors in an eternal battle for the souls of these children and
their parents," while a National Network of Youth Ministries NNYM manual states that Christian students
"have been sent to establish a strategic beachhead so that they can penetrate and saturate the entire school with
the good news of Jesus Christ. A former college football player with a master's of divinity from Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas, he says the sponsors' influence is confined to a "ministry
of presence, a ministry of attitude. In a country as diverse as the United States, openly observing any religion
in a school has the possibility of inflicting offense onto others. This case affirmed that vocal denominational or
nondenominational prayers, and ceremonial reading from the Bible, are unconstitutional practices in the public
school classroom Lastly, it is hierocracy of praying at sporting events, but not at school, which makes religion
in schools an emerging issue. When a new principal took over, the group â€” the Seekers â€” tried again,
asking assistant principal and fellow Christian Ellen Fee to be faculty sponsor. By analyzing these situations, I
gained knowledge for a better understanding of why society needs to be aware of these controversies With all
the diversity associated with the United States, public schools cannot select one standard religion to practice,
due to the cultural and religious differences in the country. Thompson says she believes that a local youth
pastor, who contributed to the manual, directs Catalyst members from afar, thereby violating the Equal Access
Act. The current debate juggles the opposing interpretations of the exact intentions of America's Founders,
who came from an other country, England, in pursuite of expanded freedoms. Experienced writers have little
difficulty writing thesis sentences. The involvement of my parents and the faculty in the use of prayer was in
full agreement. No matter what there will be prayer no matter where you are. It seems to be a difficult issue to
decide upon. This gives every student in the United States the right to pray in school on a voluntary basis.
Some believe this is not necessary because prayer should be taught in religious organizations and worship
areas. She knew by then that the student responsible was in her class.


